Going deeper into the vineyards
from A Rumored Fortune

Pruning
“He cuts off every branch in me that bears no fruit, while every branch that does bear fruit he
prunes so that it will be even more fruitful.” John 15:2
Remember that terribly intense season I mentioned
before? Yeah, that was my pruning. I’d had a pretty
stable life before that, with minor hiccups but nothing to
take me out.
This took me out.
One by one, so many things were cut away, starting with
those fun childhood dreams, then the expectations I’d
held for my life, and on down to the daily life-sustaining
needs. It was all stripped away until I thought there
wasn’t enough for me to survive. More was taken than
was left. I remember being utterly broken and feeling
helpless… which was exactly where I needed to be. I’d
been allowed to grow wild and free before then, not really needing to examine my life or cling to
God. Not having much of importance taken from me. I attended church and even led an Awana
program, played the piano sometimes for offering, and lived generally within the lifestyle
expected of a believer. Yes, I was a Christian, I’d have said. But there was nothing going on
inside. Nothing eternal, anyway.
And God, being the master vintner of every life, was not content to let me stay that way. He was
not settling for anything less than a close relationship between us, no matter how it happened,
because He knew that’s where real life came from. He knew the vine, Jesus, was the very thing I
needed, even though life before this major trial was manageable enough for me to believe I was
fine without it.
So things got messy, the pruning shears came out, and all those pretty leaves and many grapes
sprouting off in every direction were pruned away. Snip. Snip. I hadn’t done anything to deserve
the struggles, and I definitely couldn’t do anything to stop it. My life and hopes and all illusions
of control fell into a tangle of leaves and twigs at my feet. Yet this, dear readers, was the
beginning of life. I write with a lump in my throat that this pruning was the most precious,
impactful, vital turn in my life. I wouldn’t choose it, but neither would I change it now that I’ve
experienced what comes after. Pruning is far from easy, but rest assured—there is a LOT of good
news in this section. A whole lot. Get ready for this.
First of all, the vintner is going to prune away the majority of growth on each branch, leaving
only what’s necessary. Only he knows what that is. There are too many grape clusters for each
vine to carry to fruitfulness—usually 20-25 buds each—so some of those tender shoots, the hard
work of the branch, must be pruned away. When it comes to fruit, the vintner’s not interested in
what a branch is able to produce as much as making it of excellent quality. The vintner prunes
each branch, each plant, to the exact shape and size needed to most effectively bear fruit. He

tames the chaos, cutting off the excess. In the same way, God cuts out
the chaos of our lives so we can focus on the things He has for us.
This process is tedious and time-consuming, and that leads to the first
good news of pruning—the vintner only prunes branches he believes
will be effective. He’s only going to pour that amount of work into the
branches in whose future he feels confident, and by pruning, he also
plans to make them even more effective. If you feel pruned, take
heart. It’s a good sign.

The Good News:
Pruning is the
vintner’s mark of
hope on a plant, for
he only prunes
what he believes
will be effective.

Why go to all the trouble of pruning? Because there’s only so much
sap, or life source, to go around. Anyone else feel the reality of that in
their daily lives? God knows, even if we seem to forget, that we can
only grow so many grapes well. When the vintner reaches down and
slices off budding fruit, he’s helping to focus the available sap toward a few clusters that are
maturing evenly and show the most promise. He’s chosen between many good things and
eliminated some so that what remains may become great.

But there’s another reason that’s even sweeter. We think of fruit as the “point” of the vineyard,
so again we may struggle to understand why the vintner would cut away good and viable growth.
We have to remember something else about fruit, though—it weighs the branch down. And when
a branch is weighed down with too many grapes, what happens to its connection to the vine? It’s
strained. Terribly so. A gentle pressure will break that joint, and no vintner wants that. Not for all
the grapes in the world. As an act of extreme love for the branch, the
vintner will approach with pruning tools and remove clusters, one by
one, until that branch snaps back up and the connection to the vine is
strong again, because he knows that bond is everything. The
The Good News:
vintner’s ultimate goal in everything he does is not just for a
Pruning is when the
great harvest, but a strong connection that leads to a lifetime of
harvests for that branch. This is how I came to see my time
vintner is working
struggling through A Rumored Fortune. He could have handed me the
most intimately
words, the creativity, but instead He let me reach a point of needing
with the vines.
Him, of regularly seeking Him with all earnestness. Then He helped
me with the book, too—when my empty branch snapped back up into
a tight connection with him. Then the grapes that were produced were
far better than what I would have had without Him.
Pruning is a very precise art, one that sees the vintner working more intimately with the vines
than any other part of its life, and this is the other bit of good news. Take comfort in the close
attention of the vintner. He kneels down in the dirt and closely examines everything about the
plant, studying ever leaf and branch. He’s heavily involved and aware of everything going on as
he prunes, attuned to every detail. That kind of intimacy is precious, even in the midst of
pruning. Know that in these times where you feel bare and pruned, God is close to you.

Training
“Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is old he will not depart from it.”
Proverbs 22:6
There’s another uncomfortable task the vintner performs in its dormant season, and that is
“training”—taking the newly-pruned branch and wrapping it around the guidewires or fence,
compelling it to align with his design for next year’s growth. A good vintner does this very
gently and with patience (so it doesn’t break) yet the branch always snaps and resists, being bent
against all its natural inclinations. However if the vintner didn’t do this, the vine would grow
rampant and wild… and unprotected. When high winds sweep over the open vineyard, the walls
that “hem it in” act as its shields, and the guidewires it fought so hard against are now something
to which it can cling. They are not an inhibitor for the vine, but a rescue. A branch certainly can
find life by itself, growing however it feels most natural, flourishing with a beautiful display of
leafy green, but how long do you think it’ll last? What sort
of fruit will it produce if all its sap is spent on those
unpruned leaves and grape clusters? How sacred and
precious it is to have a life that aligns to a vintner’s
knowledgeable design—and a vintner who cares to make it
that way.
Sometimes obedience feels like bending the wrong way. It
often makes little sense, feels unnatural, and goes against
our desires, yet our vintner knows what He’s doing. It’s hard
to watch our expectations for life diverging so much from
reality, and we often snap and pop in resistance to where
God is taking us. I’ve done it more times than I can count.
I want to ask you to look at a few stories in Scripture that really helped align my understanding
of God as vintner. In Exodus 23:11, God asks the farmers to let the fields lie fallow for a year
every several years. To them, this only meant less crops and less income, but now we understand
that without that rest, a field will eventually use up all its nutrients. It needs that time off to
replenish and stay rich and healthy.
Next story—in the Old Testament, God required families to circumcise baby boys on the eighth
day of life. To them, it was an arbitrary number and perhaps they saw no reason to adhere to it.
Now we understand there is a reason—the eighth day is when a child’s blood is first able to
coagulate.
One more—in Genesis 7, God asks Noah to build an ark in the middle of a desert that hasn’t seen
rain in forever, all while the rest of the world around him laughs. Looking back on that story, we
don’t laugh at him now, do we?
As I met with vintners, these experts on vineyard care, I came to respect the depth of their
knowledge, the vastness of their understanding of the way vines work. There’s an incredible
amount of wisdom and perception that goes into this role. If they went about bending the vines a

certain way, even if it looked wrong to me, I wouldn’t question that they had a very wise reason
for it.
I’ve come to respect God as my vintner in the same way. So often he’s prompted me to do
something, or given guidelines in Scripture, that make no sense in my human mind or that my
heart wishes to rationalize as unimportant. Yet obedience does not allow us to sift through the
guides and protections, the promptings and nudges, to pick out only the ones that make sense or
that fit into our plans—that’s the epitome of living life on our own. I don’t want to rely on my
own understanding anymore, because I’ve tasted the depth of God’s, and I want nothing less.
Do I still disobey? Sure. Resist the direction God has taken my life? Of course. I’m still a branch
with natural tendencies that don’t always align with God’s guidewire, but I’d like to think I snap
and pop a little less when the vintner’s sure hand is bending me to His designs.
In this section, I hope you will see above all else the personal love and intimate connection God
has with us as our vintner. Everything he does, from the painful to the confusing, is for a
supremely loving purpose. He cares about the fruit we want to produce, the productive lives we
want to have, but He also cares even more deeply about keeping us connected to Him—whatever
it takes. Because He knows that all our desires are ultimately rooted in a thirst for the abundance
of life, the sap, that can only be found in our True Vine. Apart from that vine, we can do a lot of
things that don’t matter, but with it we can flourish with eternal fruit.
Next week, the “how.”
“I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, you will bear much fruit;
apart from me you can do nothing.” John 15:5

